
Complaint Registration Receipt

1.   Complaint No : 24867006071900005
2.   Name of Complainant : Subash  Mohapatra
3.   S/o or D/o or W/o :
4.   Address of Complainant : Bhubaneswar, Khurda, Odisha
5.   Nationality of Complainant : India
6.   Date of Submission : 22/02/2019
7.   Complaint Details : I, Dr. Subash Mohapatra, aged 46 years, Son of 

Late Jaladhar Mohapatra, Resident of Khandual 
Vihar
PO Sarakantara, PS Khandagiri, Dist Khurda, City 
Bhubaneswar -751019, herewith states that BJD 
MLA Debasish Samantaray attempted to excite 
disaffection towards the Government of India, its 
fellow citizens and martyrs of the Indian Nation by 
visible representation and criminal actions in view 
of public and mass media followed by recent 
terrorist attack at Pulwama continually.
 
It is pertinent to mention here that the said accused 
Debasish had mercilessly attacked an old man 
during the conduct of last rites of martyr Manoj 
Behera in Ratanpur of Cuttack district on February 
16. The entire incident was captured on camera and 
later went viral on social media. He, with ulterior 
motief and force, attacked the martyr’s relative 
who, a senior citizen, wanted to see the face of his 
martyr.

Now, I learnt today from social and mainstream 
media that the disaffection and hatred has been 
created against the government of India and 
exciting continually the same as Pakistani media 
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7.   Complaint Details :

covered the same and continuing all across the 
globe. The said accused Debasish is responsible of 
the crimes as defined under 124A and several offer 
heinous offences as his act and the video of his act 
has now surfaced in Pakistan media. Azad News, a 
Pakistan-based TV channel had recently telecast the 
visuals in which Samantaray is seen shoving and 
using force on the neck of the relative of Pulwama 
attack martyr Manoj Behera. The news item by 
Azad News and other Pak media exciting hates 
alarmingly which originated from and visibly 
represented by accused Debasish.

I have twitted this matter to Naveen Patnaik who is 
the master of the said accused Debasish, and it is 
evidenced that he kept silence for his political gain 
and ulterior motief as the crime event committed by 
his syndicate member would bring hatred against 
the Central government, which is established by 
law in India.

I request you to kindly investigate the matter and 
bring them to court of justice. As both them are 
anti-national and highly powerful, I being a fellow 
citizen also apprehend danger  to my life and 
family. Therefore, do needful our protection and 
martyr’s family by arresting them immediately.

8.   Current Status : Registered
9.   Submitted To : Khandagiri, Upd, Bhubaneswar
10. Nature of Complaint : Against Public
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